
THRU’ FRANCE TO THE 
MED!

Matthew & Jackie Longbone

18th April - 12th May 2019

Welcome to all


It all started back in the summer of 2018... A country divided over Brexit and Jackie says ‘I have a great idea...why don’t we realise your ambition of taking Salute through 
the french canals to the Med?!’



–Matthew Longbone

“Perfect travel is… a boat, alternative culture, 
warmer waters, sunshine and a language 

barrier!” 
(did I mention 178 locks and half a dozen lifting bridges?)

Jackie and I have prepared our presentation to include some notes on the preparations, scenery, costs and pitfalls, hopefully with some content for everyone!



Our (current) boat, 1989 vintage Westerly Merlin 28’ 
Acquired 2009.

Not a huge boat, but works well for a husband and wife crew; all lines lead back to cockpit.

Here seen off Beachy head in a following breeze!  A great choice for the canals as draught in salt water is 1.5m (more about that later!)




Our (current) boat, 1989 vintage Westerly Merlin 28’

Designed by the late naval architect Ed Dubois, who went on to design SuperYachts.   We use the forecabin as a garage!  The cosy aft cabin (pictured) serves as our 
sleeping quarters and the volumous heads, workable galley and full size chart table completes the package.  The port side double berth in the saloon sits 4 at the saloon 
table and doubles as a chaise long!




Regular annual maintenance, plus!…
• Cotter pins 

• CEVNI test/ICC/VNF 

• Install Bimini 

• Install inverter 

• Buy portable sack trolley 

• Additional fenders (lots) 

• French lessons/dictionary/Apps 

• Jerry cans (2 x 10L, 1 x 20L) 

• Canal boat stakes and mallet 

• Picnic rugs x 2, topside protectors! 

• Passerole board / Fender board

• Buy Fluviacartes / charts / pilot books 

• Purchase additional Camping gas 

• Purchase/adapt and install teak 
cockpit floor grates 

• Long lines! 

• 3 weeks provisions!

Preparation…

• Build mast supports 

• Install diesel warm air heater 

• Purchase emergency jump starter 

• Buy wag bags! 
…in case Greta comes a knockin’! 

• Purchase new Liferaft 

• Additional water storage 

• Notify insurers/arrange berthing 

• Oil, Impellers, filters etc 

• ATIS setup (marine VHF) 

• Air horn (regular horn not operational 
as mast down)



Some new additions and a 
shakedown boat check.

New additions include a diesel heater sourced from China...the diy installation took about 6 weekends!

An inverter for independent 240v power and to heat our water (not linked to freshwater cooled engine)

A cockpit grate (Ikea-like acacia wood shower grid) to keep the cockpit floor comfortable when barefoot in the med...this also proved very effective at trapping canal 
towpath dirt and keeping it outside the boat!

And let’s not forget the mast supports!



No room for a holding tank!

In case the authorities ask…



The channel crossing!

6th April 2019  
-> Le Havre

The highlight of an unremarkable channel crossing was the Dolphins!



Why April/May ’19?

• Jackie calculated…14 days leave = 25 days off !  
(leave period encompasses 3 UK bank holidays and 4 weekends)



The passage plan! 
- The Bourbonnais route

• Brighton -> LeHavre via English Channel (we dropped 
mast here) 

• LeHavre -> Rouen (Mast up possible) via Seine 

• Rouen -> St Mammes on the Seine 

• St Mammes -> Montargis (Canal du Loing) 

• a lateral canal using two parts of  the actual river 

• Montargis -> Briare (Canal de Briare) 

• Briare -> Digoin (Canal lateral a la Loire) 

• Digoin -> Chalone-sur-Saone (Canal du Centre) 

• Chalon-sur-Saone -> Lyon via the Saone 

• Lyon -> Port St Louis du Rhone via the Rhone



The passage plan! 
- depths  

(from Inland waterways of France 2017, (C) David Edwards-May)

Where commercial traffic has 
reduced depths can be less than 

that recorded here!

Max air draught on the 
Bourbonnais route is: 

3.5 m

The VNF generally maintain a 
minimum depth of 1.7 m on 

the Bourbonnais route



The Plan is…

There is no plan!

- Well just one really…to get to the end in time for raising Salute’s 
mast, securing our boat properly, a brief  rest and our flights home!

Its difficult to make plans to get so far in a day as there are just too many variables to factor in, not least the odd broken lock or two and lock keepers who like their long 
lunch breaks!



PREPARATION FOR MAST 
UNSTEPPING

Le Havre, 19th April 2019

Its worth mentioning here the incredible support a club like NYC can provide.  Whilst I knew our mast was deck-stepped I had no idea whether there was anything at the 
foot securing it to the step…not wishing to pitch up in LeHavre at the crane only to feel like a prune if a bolt existed that I knew nothing about / couldn’t see I decided to 
fire a quick email round the committee to see if there was knowledge to be gained - a swift response from Maurice - it just lifts out Matt!



MAST DOWN!
Le Havre, 19th April 2019

HAUT MÂT LOURD 

= TOP HEAVY MAST!

A big decision for every yacht owner when entering the french canal system is what to do with the mast. On our journey we elected to take the mast with us. A now 
popular alternative is to leave your mast at your entry point have it trucked down to your exit point and then have it re stepped. The thought of leaving the mast behind 
and banking on it being where it should be after we had travelled hundreds of miles of canals just did not appeal to me....added to that the mast provides a useful bracing 
point in the locks.

Top heavy mast!…difficulty in translating to the French chap.

Mast unstepping was a bit of a non-event despite lots of worry!



A workable, uncluttered cockpit
Tip - note the offset mast

Offset mast to prevent banging ones head upon leaving the companionway.

The main sheet track mounted mast support was deliberately designed to sit on an after-deck which left the cockpit cutter free...careful measuring was required to ensure 
Salute’s air draft was less than the lowest bridge we would encounter and to ensure the Bimini would fit under the mast.  

The substantial Scandinavian pine wood used for the project was that left behind by Skinner’s shed’s when they installed a log cabin in our garden!  

 Design and build of the rear mast support took 3 weekends work!




LEAVING LE HAVRE WITH THE 
MAST ON DECK

The  Bae de Seine

4:30am

…and finally, we’re off!

- Early start required to catch fair tide all the way to Rouen (74 nm) [10 hours of favourable flood in a boat which can manage 5 knots].  LW LeHavre - 30 minutes.

-no safe stopping places before Rouen

Rouen port de Plaissance to first lock is at Amfreville is (39.5km) 24 miles



THE START OF THE JOURNEY 
PROPER!

The Seine, bound for Rouen at dawn

Jackie’s asleep downstairs at this point, but she’s about to wake up to give you an abridged diary of the whole trip seen through her eyes, before returning the 
presentation to me to cover more detailed elements.




The lower Seine

Handover to Jackie

===============


Beautiful and varied Scenery: Excerpts from My Journal

Day 1:

This is a wonderful time of year when some trees are already displaying their full foliage; all fresh and new, whilst other trees are still bearing their branches with leaves 
only just emerging. Many of these trees are adorned with big, bold baubles of mistletoe.



EN-ROUTE TO 
THE FIRST LOCK…

Day 2:

The river is still very wide here with occasional little backwaters. The countryside has fewer hills but is still very green. The banks of the river are less steep. In parts there 
are little sandy areas with people using them like beaches, playing with dogs and partaking of picnics.



Day 3

Day 3:

Today we saw a kingfisher



…different scenery types!

Day 4:

Les Andeleys was particularly attractive to pass through but all the scenery today is gorgeous and varied including tall white cliffs filled with lots of caves.  Herons 
everywhere!



Local industry

Day 5:

Even the industrial sections could look quite scenic... and the french sometimes adorn their cooling tower chimneys with artwork!


Some of the residential suburbs of Paris were delightful with grand, well-tended properties. But  a lot of the suburbs were very industrial with docks and depots with 
plentiful peniches and stocks of building materials such as sand and ballast hinting at development and regeneration.

Day 7:

Starting to notice the scenery is becoming much more arable.



Local wildlife

They didn’t always ‘hang around’ 
when we arrived!

Day 10:

Still lots of herons everywhere and today we saw our first vineyard.

Day 11:

Pont canals today taking us over the Loire river. Stunning.



Local wildlife and scenery

Day 14:

A mixture of surroundings today; some quite industrial parts but also some striking tree-lined sections. The April showers have chased us into May and the herons are still 
ubiquitous.



Local wildlife and scenery

Saw a deer by the riverside alive today, makes a pleasant change to floating in the canal.



Local wildlife and scenery

Day 15:

Lots of rain and very cold but we saw another kingfisher.  Fewer fields of crops and more livestock.

Day 16:

Left the canals and back onto a river. Alongside the land is flat, but the hills can be seen in the distance back where we have come from and where we are heading too.



Winemaking region

Day 17:

Back amongst hills today. Lyon looked amazing as we passed through. Since arriving on the Rhone we have seen numerous vineyards. The hills are suddenly much more 
dramatic and rugged compared to the scenery around the canals.



Does CEVNI make an sense?!

One-way traffic!

Two-way traffic!

CEVNI stands for Code European des Voies de Navigation Interieure. It is the code governing navigation on the interconnected European inland waterways.

CEVNI is only required for the waters covered by VNF and usually those start above the first lock ie: requirement begins in the non-tidal part of the Seine.


Validation of the inland waterways category is required on your international certificate of competence in order to navigate the french canals to do this requires passing 
an online time-limited CEVNI examination (you are permitted two attempts at the exam itself and unlimited practice attempts)...I passed it over the 2018/19 winter period 
- at the first attempt....now it’s your turn!




CEVNI - more rules of  the road!



They’ve only bl*$dy 
locked us in!

And, on arrival at Rouen…

Key to the port de Plaissance is available from Rouen town hall…open on Tuesday! (today is Saturday!!)

Being locked in became something of a theme for our trip!...our days were necessarily long arriving at the first lock for the day when the lockeeper did and continuing all 
day without stopping for lunch until the locks shut for the evening at 7pm...the marina’s were then frequently unstaffed and whilst pontoons were typically available to tie 
up to, the gates to any form of civilisation were usually locked!!



…alas, first lock closed for 2 days!

• We were turned back by the 
maritime police 

• …so it was back 9 miles to a 
backwater port in Saint-Aubin-
Les-Elbeuf  

• An interesting chicane at the 
entrance!



Made to feel very welcome at an enforced 2 
day stop…we’ve not even reached Paris! 

(Saint-Aubin-Les-Elbeuf)

French conviviality

Our new found friends took us to the local supermarket in their van the following day to fetch diesel and provisions!




A loaded boat!



…notable landmarks help with 
position fixing!

6 (4) days in!

There’s nothing quite like Paris as viewed from your own boat on passage down the Seine.  Its also worth mentioning that this is a particularly busy part of the trip with 
boats literally everywhere and significant wash!



PARIS!



PARIS!

Notre dame cathedral…days after the dreadful fire.



PARIS!



…Ornate architecture



PORT DE PLAISSANCE DE ARSENAL
-RIGHT IN THE CENTRE OF PARIS!

24th April 2019

Salute berthed in Port de Plaissance de Arsenal (Paris Arsenal marina) right in the centre of Paris! €27/night!



…in the centre of  Paris! 
- who forgot to install a fuel pontoon?

Alas no-one thought it would be a good idea to install a fuel pontoon in a marina sitting in the heart of one of the most romantic cities in the world...Jackie asked if she 
could help so I came up with my own idea of romance!!




Early starts!

Early starts meant early season fog could be a hazard...no AIS transponder in the canal network meant skipper and crew kept a sharp lookout for Peniche’s looming out 
of the mist!



…sharing the waterways

Many if the peniches have a car on the back!



…sharing the waterways

Pictured one of the few yachts (Chamalou) we passed transiting in the opposite direction...the skipper later contacted us via the Westerly owners handbook when he had 
returned to the UK.



Homes on the waterways!



Keeping on top of  maintenance tasks

Daily engine checks included clearing the weed filter and checking oil level....more weed in the river / canal system than the sea and more than a years worth of usual 
engine running hours done on this 3 week trip!



Bridges…

…clearance can be limited!!

Bridge clearances could be very limited indeed! (Note one spreader left in position on mast, served as a useful washing line!)




More bridges! 



CARRYING YOUR MAST ON 
DECK ADDS A BRACE POINT!

…locks in many shapes and sizes!



…locks in many shapes and sizes!

Stuck in a lock after a might bump!!

- our boat draft is evidently closer to 1.7m than 1.5!



…interesting terminal velocities!

On the canals we generally motored at more sedate 1400rpm to give 4.3 knots rather than 2400rpm to give 6 knots, but just occasionally the wash from a lock filling 
would produce some interesting log readings!!



…and worrying depth soundings!

For the majority of our canal transit, depth under the keel was 0.1m or less!

Water containers on deck serve the purpose of additional water or something to jettison to reduce drought!!



BOLLARDS!

Talk about hidden bollard holes….with no bollards in them!!…or worse still bollard holes which don’t line up!!



B*!L0X BOLLARDS!

Set back bollards!



…our very own automatic 
lock gate controller!

Approach the lock; when 50m away push the button and the lock will prepare and then open the gate for you, motor in, then use mechanism in lock to shut gates, fill or 
empty and finally gates will open allowing you to exit.


If two boats...be quick (not sure how much truth in what I read!)




PROTECTING THE WINDEX!

Keeping the Windex and Forestay off the lock walls / gates was a persistent challenge!



…just meandering along

Much of our time afloat was spent with one of us on the helm / watch and the other preparing lunch or snoozing…it was on one such occasion I said to Jackie `Wake me 
up if you see a hippo!!!’



:-)



…Swapping charts!



…Birthdays on board!



NO RESTAURANTS IN THE VILLAGE ON 
MATT’S BIRTHDAY 

- BUT AN INVITATION TO A FRENCH SOIREE INSTEAD!



…when the fishermen haven’t got to them first!!

Useful landing stages 
whilst waiting for locks…

Fishermen could be a problem...when they weren’t using the lock waiting stages they would cast their line from one bank to the opposite bank and be slow to wind it 
in....or occasionally asleep or tending another rod further up the river bank!



…new skills!



…boat bridge! 
(Aquaduct)

Check the coast is clear at the beginning of the aquaduct…sound your horn and go for it!

- Crossing the Loire on our very own boat bridge was a very new experience…it just didn’t feel right to be sitting on a yacht with a metre and a half keel and yet happily 
cruising over the Loire river...the view was spectacular!  - I was, however, mighty pleased to reach the other side without the bridge collapsing!



…a disused flight of  locks

The Freycinet modernisation involved practically rebuilding the canal, with a new route bypassing the staircase locks at Rogny and at several other locations.



Marinas in beautiful surroundings



(Not) dancing on the bridge at Avignon 



Avignon town mooring 

Salute



Tranquil ‘Halt’s’



Locks and their keepers



Towers and Chateaus



Arrived Port St Louis du Rhone 09/05/2019: 
- The very last (178th!) lock,  
- flight home is 12/05/2019…3 days to spare!

Day 20:

Arrived.



Most major mishaps en route

• Heads tap microswitch broke before 
we’d even started in LeHavre! 

• Fried split charge relay 

• Hit Lock sill!…and then stuck in the 
lock! 

• Toilet pump failed 

• Stressful first stern too berthing in Port 
St Louis with the Mistral blowing

A good time to explore the mishaps en-route?



Mast back up

(Navy Service, Port St Louis du Rhone)



The Bucket made it to the end… 
- Just!!

(Port St Louis du Rhone)

The bucket which had performed flawlessly in protecting the mast from the rough lock edges made it to the end of the trip...just!!



Costs

• Pre-trip Preparations (heater, inverter antifoul/haul out etc)/Ferry fees 
estimate = £1,150 

• Total trip costs (excluding equipment preparations and berthing costs at 
Port St.Louis) = £1,060 for 3 weeks (provisions, diesel, moorings, 
meals on route) = Euro rate 0.88/£1 

• Berthing Cost for the year at Port St Louis du Rhone 

• Afloat (May ’19 - Aug ’19 = €1,718) 

• Lift out/drop/Ashore (Sept ’19 - [anytime upto] Aug ’20) = €1,580

Costs include all taxes.  Berthing works out cheaper than Brighton!




OUR NEW CRUISING AREA!

- WIND IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

- THE STRONGEST INFLUENCE IN OUR CURRENT CRUISING AREA IS THE 
MISTRAL (NORTH WESTERLY BLOWING DOWN THE RHONE VALLEY)

Talk about wind!




MISHAPS IN THE MED 
(NOT OUR BOAT)!



OUR NEW CRUISING AREA!

We left Salute afloat in Port St Louis du Rhone and flew home from Marseille Provence airport, returning twice later in the year to sample our new cruising grounds, 
exploring the Illes de Frioul off Marseille and the Porqarelles further east...the landscape gets noticeably greener and less rugged as you head east.

The plan for 2020 when we will have slightly more annual leave at our disposal is to head further east towards Monaco/Niece and possibly visit Corsica (approx 90nm 
from the french coast at the shortest point).




STERN TO BERTHING!

Salute



JUST PERCHING AROUND!



WARMER WATERS AND NEAR 
GUARANTEED SUNSHINE!



PASSENGERS, NOT CREW!
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Key guides used
• Through the French Canals by David Jefferson 

• Fluviacarte No’s: 1, 2 and 16 

• Editions du Breil No’s: 2, 3  

• Map of  the Inland Waterways of  France by David Edwards-May



And finally….the options for a return journey!

• Back the way we came (or back via an equally scenic 
alternative inland route….perhaps taking a little longer!) 

• Crane -> Transport, then collect Salute from LeHavre, 
returning her to the water there and sail across the channel 

• Brave the limited depth but beautiful Canal du Midi and then 
return home via the Biscay/Brittany Atlantic coast. 

• Sail her the long way round via Biscay…but I’d need to find 
alternative crew first!! 

• Sell her there and buy another one in the UK!!!


